Our offer: People & Culture
zealaxx is the accelerator for innovative growth companies and a trusted advisor for investors. We offer active support throughout the entire commercialization process and in the area of HR. Fast. Professional. Results-oriented.

People & Culture at a glance - we support in the area of:
INTERIM MANAGAMENT

CORPORATE CULTURE & LEADERSHIP

Even the best products won‘t help without the right employees and a positive spirit. At a certain stage of growth, the
founders will no longer be able to manage the HR challenges themselves, but will need a well-designed HR concept.
We take over the entire setup of HR topics and processes
and create the foundation for successful HR management
and further scalability of the company.

The companies DNA is reflected by its corporate culture.
You need highly motivated and engaged employees who
have absorbed the companies vision and strategies and who
want to put them into practice, contribute their own ideas,
drive innovation, bring a positive spirit and enjoy their work:
This scenario is not a fantasy, it can be realized with the help
of a successful and strong corporate culture.

TALENT MANAGEMENT

EMPLOYER BRANDING & RECRUITING

Recruiting talents only is not enough - what is needed now
is to create a unique employee experience, to develop the
talents and to bind them to the company long-term. Based
on a deep analysis of the current activities, we develop suitable feedback and development processes, as well as agile measures for employee retention in alignment with the
companies strategy and vision.

Together with our clients, we develop a well-thought-out
employer branding to inspire employees and applicants alike about the company. The analysis of the individual unique
selling propositions serves as the basis for a holistic mix of
measures on building a strong employer brand. We support
the recruiting of strategically relevant (management) positions, carry out active sourcing, guide qualified interviews
and advise on the proposal and contract process.

Get in touch with us
Daniela Limbeck
daniela.limbeck@zealaxx.com
+49 151 258 14950

For more information visit

www.zealaxx.com

